JOIN THE LUXURY
EXPERIENCE
EuropeanLife – Passion for Luxury
Tradeshow, September 2022 is a
major luxury event in the beautiful
city of Barcelona. This event will
offer an epicentre and networking
point for luxury brand owners,
investors, decision makers,
influencers and luxury lovers. Our
tradeshow will be organised with
EuropeanLife Luxury Week
Barcelona 2022. A city event
organised in collaboration with
Barcelona Tourist Organisations.

Our tradeshow will bring together luxury brands, leading vendors
and decision makers in specific markets to create an opportunity to
demonstrate new trends, products and services to those who will
use, specify and purchase them, thereby, enabling participants to
establish market recognition and potential for their products and
services.

Our luxury event is a clear example of how brands can profit from
being part of a conglomerate like EuropeanLife Tradeshow and
take advantage of access to an exclusive global network of
suppliers, capital and professional talent, amongst others.
Partnering with Barcelona Tourism organisations will able us to host
a unique International event on the northeastern coast of Spain and
offering participants exclusive exposure to the international press.

We will produce a prestigious magazine to present our partners to
luxury distribution channels worldwide for 6 months. Our partner
will be presented in a VIP insert in this magazine.

OUR REACH
"Promotion is only effective when done in many ways, many
times, over a long period of time and as close to the client as
possible."
With this vision we function as a powerful marketing tool to
showcase our allies and clients on the global lens, to a total
reach of 8 MLN in the luxury industry alone.

We are active in the most popular online platforms and we have
our VIP distribution channels to connect with the most important
players in the sector.

FIND US

LinkedIn
Facebook
Instagram

JOIN US; as an exhibitor, a luxury
lover, an investor or as an
entrepreneur.
Book your participation in our event now and join the luxury
experience. If you are an investor, a brand or business group,
we have a package specially designed for you.
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